
We went with our community to the
call made by the Wirrarika people to
erect mirror altars, while many pilgrims
went to the desert of Wirikuta in
Mexico. An event to which we attribute
the significance of being a moment of
renewal of the world".

We report that the year 2022 was prolific in activities where our community
in Laguna Verde was involved in peace, creative and consciousness raising
activities and our great community Mother the Caravan for Peace and the
Restoration of Mother Earth was also very active.



This photo shows a moment in which we celebrate the will to "strengthen our
community", next to the flag of Peace adopted by the American Nations in the
Roerich Pact.

In February 2022, we made a
human flag of peace in the
Ex-jail Cultural Park of
Valparaiso.

Here we are celebrating with
our friends on Kirtan Day,
which has been convened by
Kamal in collaboration with the
Caravan Community for Peace
and the Restoration of Mother
Earth.



We were invited to a dialogue of wisdom that brought together indigenous
leaders and activists from around the world. We have had the opportunity to
mention the possibility of the alliance of this collective that proposes dialogues
in which silence is honored, so that we have the capacity to greatly value what
we want to communicate with World beyond war.

We support from the
Communications group the
celebration of CASA Latina's 10th
anniversary.

Perspectives
We have started the year in a very auspicious way since we have received
funding for three objectives:

To conduct a study that will allow us to understand who are the local actors
who put their energy at the service of peace and the transformation of the
world, towards a conscious society where the scourge of war is eradicated.
Articulate our bioregional node including world beyond war, global ecovillage
network, transition movement and earth wisdom dialogue plus the indigenous
wisdom rescue movements.
To strengthen our community of the people who live in Laguna Verde and
surrounding areas.

https://atmanway.org/wisdomdialogue/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KhbMH8oeys&ab_channel=CASALatina%2FAsentamientosSustentables

